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Handling & Storage

Take care when transporting, handling, and storing 
IBS Formply to prevent damage to the sheets.

Face veneers, panel edges and panel corners 
are vulnerable to damage and should always be 
protected. When storing or handling take care to 
avoid sharp objects and place on a flat clean surface 
to avoid scratching, chipping and damage to edges.

IBS Formply is manufactured at low moisture content. 
Short exposure to damp conditions will not affect its 
dimensions, but with continued wetting, warping will 
occur. If panels are wet, allow them to dry slowly. Do 
not place in direct sunlight for extended periods.

Store panels flat, under cover and always in a well-
ventilated area. Vertical storage is not recommended. 
If stacked ensure support is placed in at least three 
areas under the bottom panel. 

Framed panels should be stacked alternately face-
to-face and back-to-back to avoid face damage from 
bolts etc. Where prone to on-site damage, add edge 
and corner protection using a stiff folded cardboard or 
light folded metal angle.

Scan the QR code to view all 
IBS Formply documents.

NZBN 9429000097253

L x W x Thickness 
(mm)

Weight  
(kg) IBS Product Code GTIN

IBS HardCore Formply F17 Product Details

 2400 x 1200 x 17 31.1 FORM172412 09421028769273

IBS Builders Grade Formply F11 Product Details

2440 x 1220 x 18 34 FORMBG182412 09421028769297

IBS Formply is a structural formwork panel that provides a strong, rigid, temporary mould for in-situ concrete 
that is easy to handle, erect and strip. Its surface is designed to provide a clean, smooth surface finish to in-situ 
concrete structures. 

IBS Formply is suitable for use with proprietary shutters and formwork systems or installed in accordance with 
specific engineering.
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